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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

-- In general terms, vulnerability expresses the propensity of an In general terms, vulnerability expresses the propensity of an 
element or a set of elements (organized in a system) exposed to element or a set of elements (organized in a system) exposed to 
hazards to suffer damagehazards to suffer damage

√√

- VulnerabilityVulnerability allows the allows the 
assessed level of HAZARD to assessed level of HAZARD to 
be translated into an estimated be translated into an estimated 
level of RISKlevel of RISK
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

A A Quantitative Risk AssessmentQuantitative Risk Assessment could be addressed only by:could be addressed only by:

•• a quantitative Hazard assessment ( a quantitative Hazard assessment ( …… it is possible it is possible ……))
•• a quantitative Vulnerability assessment a quantitative Vulnerability assessment ( ( …… it is difficult or even impossibleit is difficult or even impossible ……) ) 
in terms of hazard consequences on the different dimensions of ain terms of hazard consequences on the different dimensions of a single single 
element or group of elements (system, community): element or group of elements (system, community): 

physical/functional/operational; physical/functional/operational; 
sociosocio--economiceconomic
sociosocio--cultural; cultural; 
ecological/environmental; ecological/environmental; 
political/institutionalpolitical/institutional

√√
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessmentwho is interested in the assessment

-- the the physical/functionalphysical/functional dimension relates to the predisposition of a dimension relates to the predisposition of a 
structure, infrastructure or service, to be damaged due to the structure, infrastructure or service, to be damaged due to the 
occurrence of a harmful event, associated with a specific hazardoccurrence of a harmful event, associated with a specific hazard;;

-- the the sociosocio--economiceconomic dimension relates to the economic stability of a dimension relates to the economic stability of a 
region endangered by a decrease in income due to a decline in region endangered by a decrease in income due to a decline in 
production, distribution and consumption of goods. The economic production, distribution and consumption of goods. The economic 
dimension of vulnerability offers an interesting approach to regdimension of vulnerability offers an interesting approach to regional ional 
vulnerability, especially from the insurance company pointvulnerability, especially from the insurance company point--ofof--view of view of 
damage potential (damage potential (KumpulainenKumpulainen, 2006);, 2006);

-- the the sociosocio--culturalcultural dimension relates to the presence of human dimension relates to the presence of human 
beings (individually or aggregated in communities) and beings (individually or aggregated in communities) and their coping their coping 
capacities in the event of disastercapacities in the event of disaster. It encompasses issues related to . It encompasses issues related to 
social and health status, gender, age, etc.;social and health status, gender, age, etc.;

√√
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessmentwho is interested in the assessment

-- the the ecological/environmentalecological/environmental dimension that refers to the dimension that refers to the 
interrelation between different natural ecosystems/environments interrelation between different natural ecosystems/environments and and 
their ability to cope with and recover from different hazards their ability to cope with and recover from different hazards 
((KumpulainenKumpulainen, 2006) and to tolerate stressors over time and space , 2006) and to tolerate stressors over time and space 
(Williams & (Williams & KaputskaKaputska, 2000);, 2000);

--the the political/institutionalpolitical/institutional dimension related to those issues targeted dimension related to those issues targeted 
to prevent the consequences of a harmful event and reduce the to prevent the consequences of a harmful event and reduce the 
negativenegative effects through political/institutional actions (livelihood effects through political/institutional actions (livelihood 
diversification, relocation of belongings or the community distrdiversification, relocation of belongings or the community distribution ibution 
of emergency drug supplies, etc.). of emergency drug supplies, etc.). 

√√
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

Vulnerability Vulnerability is  often poorly assessed is  often poorly assessed because of:because of:

the lack of observational data related to:the lack of observational data related to:
-- hazardous events (hazardous events (physical and mechanical parameters of hazard(s)physical and mechanical parameters of hazard(s)

the difficulty to collect data of the inherent characteristics the difficulty to collect data of the inherent characteristics of the of the 
elements at risk:elements at risk:
-- spatial and temporal exposure of elements at risk to hazardspatial and temporal exposure of elements at risk to hazard
-- the number of dimensions to be explored (physical/structural/fthe number of dimensions to be explored (physical/structural/functional, unctional, 

sociosocio-- economic, socioeconomic, socio--cultural, ecological/environmental, political/institutional, cultural, ecological/environmental, political/institutional, ……))..
-- tthe complexity of the damage mechanism (acting differently on difhe complexity of the damage mechanism (acting differently on different dimensionferent dimension

…… and it is a function of:and it is a function of:

aim of the study (number of aim of the study (number of dimensions to be included)dimensions to be included)
temporal and spatial scale of analysistemporal and spatial scale of analysis

A multiA multi--disciplinary approach is requested.disciplinary approach is requested.

√√
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

This is probably due to the many components (or dimensions) whicThis is probably due to the many components (or dimensions) which h 
need to be investigated in vulnerability assessment:need to be investigated in vulnerability assessment:

-- the physical/functional dimension (the physical/functional dimension (engineers, architects, geologists, etc.engineers, architects, geologists, etc.););

-- the sociothe socio--economic dimension (economic dimension (geographers, economistsgeographers, economists););

-- the sociothe socio--cultural dimension (cultural dimension (geographers, humanists, etc.geographers, humanists, etc.););

-- the ecological/environmental dimension (the ecological/environmental dimension (naturalists, ecologists, etc.naturalists, ecologists, etc.););

-- the political/institutional dimension (the political/institutional dimension (politicians, jurists, etcpoliticians, jurists, etc)). . 

… a multia multi--disciplinary approach disciplinary approach ……

√√
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IntroductionIntroduction
-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

A thorough vulnerability assessment study can meet the needs of A thorough vulnerability assessment study can meet the needs of the the 
following potential endfollowing potential end--users:users:

-- public administrators (public administrators (responsible for urban planning and development););

-- economic & spatial planners (economic & spatial planners (analysing the socio-economic trends acting in a 
given area););

-- managers (managers (owning or dealing with services, buildings or other vulnerable facilities););

-- insurance and reinsurance and re--insurance companies (insurance companies (which guarantee those facilities););

-- lawmakers lawmakers –– policymakers (policymakers (drafting building regulations or codes of practise for 
construction, whose task is to ensure that adequate protection is provided at minimum 
cost););

-- people responsible for civil protection, relief and emergency speople responsible for civil protection, relief and emergency services ervices 
((whose job is to prepare contingency plans).).
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Vulnerability is one of those terms that seems to defy consensusVulnerability is one of those terms that seems to defy consensus
usage showing many different connotations, depending on the usage showing many different connotations, depending on the 
research orientation and perspective.research orientation and perspective.

There is no consensus about the precise meaning of the term There is no consensus about the precise meaning of the term 
vulnerability in the scientific literature, and it seems to be ovulnerability in the scientific literature, and it seems to be open to pen to 
interpretation. interpretation. 

The IPCC aimed to systematise the approach to vulnerability in tThe IPCC aimed to systematise the approach to vulnerability in the he 
Third and Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001, 2007). Third and Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001, 2007). 

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

The review of current vulnerability definitions demonstrates thaThe review of current vulnerability definitions demonstrates that, at t, at 
least, two different perspectives exist: least, two different perspectives exist: 

•• the former on an engineering and natural science point of view;the former on an engineering and natural science point of view;

•• the latter one based on a social science outlookthe latter one based on a social science outlook..

It all depends on the components (dimensions) of vulnerability eIt all depends on the components (dimensions) of vulnerability each ach 
school of thought takes into account and privileges.school of thought takes into account and privileges.

Definitions related to the different perspectives of vulnerabiliDefinitions related to the different perspectives of vulnerability are ty are 
reviewed and listed by Cutter (1996), reviewed and listed by Cutter (1996), WeichselgartnerWeichselgartner (2001), Klein et (2001), Klein et 
al. (2003), Glade (2003), al. (2003), Glade (2003), AdgerAdger, (2004), Fuchs et al. (2007) , (2004), Fuchs et al. (2007) ……..

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Engineering and natural science perspectiveEngineering and natural science perspective

According to the forerunner definition proposed by According to the forerunner definition proposed by Varnes & IAEG Varnes & IAEG 
Commission on Landslides and other MassCommission on Landslides and other Mass--MovementsMovements (1984), (1984), 
““vulnerability is the degree of loss to a given element or set ofvulnerability is the degree of loss to a given element or set of
elements at risk resulting from the occurrence of a hazard of a elements at risk resulting from the occurrence of a hazard of a given given 
magnitude in a given areamagnitude in a given area””. . 

According to According to United Nations Development ProgrammeUnited Nations Development Programme (UNDP, (UNDP, 
1994), 1994), ““vulnerability depends upon the degree of loss to a given vulnerability depends upon the degree of loss to a given 
element at risk at a certain severity level. Generally, it is exelement at risk at a certain severity level. Generally, it is expressed as pressed as 
the percentage of loss (between 0: no damage to 1: total damage)the percentage of loss (between 0: no damage to 1: total damage) for for 
the given hazardsthe given hazards””. . 

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Engineering and natural science perspectiveEngineering and natural science perspective

Later on in the years, vulnerability is: Later on in the years, vulnerability is: 

“…“… the potential to experience adverse impactsthe potential to experience adverse impacts”” (Alexander, 1999); (Alexander, 1999); 

“…“… a measure of the damage suffered by an element at risk when a measure of the damage suffered by an element at risk when 
affected by a hazardous processaffected by a hazardous process”” (Wisner and Luce, 1993; DHA, (Wisner and Luce, 1993; DHA, 
1992; 1992; DoogeDooge, 2004; Wisner et al., 2005); , 2004; Wisner et al., 2005); 

“…“… a measure of the robustness or the fragility of an elementa measure of the robustness or the fragility of an element””
((VandineVandine et al., 2004); et al., 2004); 

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Engineering and natural science perspectiveEngineering and natural science perspective

“…“… a measure of the exposure to or protection from the expected a measure of the exposure to or protection from the expected 
potentially damaging eventpotentially damaging event”” ((VandineVandine et al., 2004); et al., 2004); 

“…“… the ability of an element to withstand hazards of a given type the ability of an element to withstand hazards of a given type or or 
sizesize”” (Alexander, 2005).(Alexander, 2005).

In general terms, all the definitions relate vulnerability to thIn general terms, all the definitions relate vulnerability to the e 
consequences of hazard impacts able to cause damage and losses consequences of hazard impacts able to cause damage and losses 
to a given element or set of elements at risk, expressed as the to a given element or set of elements at risk, expressed as the 
percentage of loss (between 0: no damage to 1: total damage) percentage of loss (between 0: no damage to 1: total damage) 

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Social science perspectiveSocial science perspective

Among Among social scientistssocial scientists, , there is a quite convergence of opinions there is a quite convergence of opinions 
among people that see vulnerability in terms of variation in peoamong people that see vulnerability in terms of variation in peopleple’’s s 
(system(system’’s) capacity to cope with hazards (Few, 2003). s) capacity to cope with hazards (Few, 2003). 

BlaikieBlaikie et al. (1994) defines vulnerability as et al. (1994) defines vulnerability as ““characteristics of a characteristics of a 
person or group in terms of their person or group in terms of their capacity to anticipate, cope with, capacity to anticipate, cope with, 
resist, and recover from the impact of natural hazardsresist, and recover from the impact of natural hazards””. . 

AdgerAdger (2000) provides an alternative definition closer to this sense:(2000) provides an alternative definition closer to this sense:
““the presence or lack of the presence or lack of ability to withstand shocks and stressesability to withstand shocks and stresses to to 
livelihoodlivelihood””. . 

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Social science perspectiveSocial science perspective

Cannon et al. (2003) define social vulnerability as Cannon et al. (2003) define social vulnerability as ““a complex set of a complex set of 
characteristics that includes a personcharacteristics that includes a person’’s initial wellbeing, livelihood and s initial wellbeing, livelihood and 
resilienceresilience, self, self--protectionprotection, social protection and social and political , social protection and social and political 
networks and institutionsnetworks and institutions””. . 

Cutter et al. (2003) define social vulnerability as Cutter et al. (2003) define social vulnerability as ““a multidimensional a multidimensional 
concept that helps identify those characteristics and experienceconcept that helps identify those characteristics and experiences of s of 
communities (and individuals) that communities (and individuals) that enable them to respond and enable them to respond and 
recoverrecover from natural hazardsfrom natural hazards””..

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

To sum up, definitions of vulnerability tend to fall into two brTo sum up, definitions of vulnerability tend to fall into two broad oad 
categories that deal with vulnerability:categories that deal with vulnerability:

•• in terms of (potential) damage caused to a system by a particulin terms of (potential) damage caused to a system by a particular ar 
hazard or climatehazard or climate--related event (related event (hazards and impacts approachhazards and impacts approach), or), or

•• in terms of in terms of system statesystem state that exists within a system before it that exists within a system before it 
encounters an external hazard event.encounters an external hazard event.

In the former perspective, the role of the system in mediating tIn the former perspective, the role of the system in mediating the he 
outcomes of hazards is downplayed or neglected.outcomes of hazards is downplayed or neglected.

In the latter formulation, vulnerability is a property of a systIn the latter formulation, vulnerability is a property of a system em 
((““inherent vulnerabilityinherent vulnerability”” or, in the case of people, or, in the case of people, ““social vulnerabilitysocial vulnerability””, , 
AdgerAdger et al., 2004) and it is the interaction of hazard with system et al., 2004) and it is the interaction of hazard with system 
vulnerability that produces an outcome (Brooks, 2003)vulnerability that produces an outcome (Brooks, 2003)

√√
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•• An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

In social Science overview there is the In social Science overview there is the ““seedseed”” of the concept of of the concept of 
(reactive(reactive--proactive) resilience.proactive) resilience.

Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans City is a good example Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans City is a good example …… …… ……

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

The city is situated seven feet below sea level, with the MissisThe city is situated seven feet below sea level, with the Mississippi sippi 
River and Lake Pontchartrain at its borders.River and Lake Pontchartrain at its borders.

In the 1920s and 1930s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers In the 1920s and 1930s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
constructed a complex system of levees and pumps to keep the citconstructed a complex system of levees and pumps to keep the cityy
dry and operational.dry and operational.

The levee system, built to withstand Category 3 hurricanes, had The levee system, built to withstand Category 3 hurricanes, had not not 
been adequately maintained, and requests for federal financing tbeen adequately maintained, and requests for federal financing to o 
reinforce the levees were repeatedly denied.reinforce the levees were repeatedly denied.

When Katrina, a Category 4 (5) hurricane with winds up to 145 miWhen Katrina, a Category 4 (5) hurricane with winds up to 145 miles les 
per hour, made landfall slightly east of New Orleans on August 2per hour, made landfall slightly east of New Orleans on August 29, 9, 
2005 at 6:10 a.m., inhabitants of the city breathed a collective2005 at 6:10 a.m., inhabitants of the city breathed a collective sigh of sigh of 
relief that the city had escaped a direct hit. relief that the city had escaped a direct hit. 

But at 2:00 p.m. that afternoon, the 17But at 2:00 p.m. that afternoon, the 17thth Street levee breached, Street levee breached, 
allowing the waters of Lake Pontchartrain to flood the city ... allowing the waters of Lake Pontchartrain to flood the city ... And the And the 
disasters took placedisasters took place

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

…… an unlikely mix of internal fragilities an unlikely mix of internal fragilities ……

New Orleans, once a thriving port city, had in recent decades loNew Orleans, once a thriving port city, had in recent decades lost much st much 
of its economic base as the petroleum industry weakened in Louisof its economic base as the petroleum industry weakened in Louisiana. iana. 

Unemployment had increased, and approximately 25% of the cityUnemployment had increased, and approximately 25% of the city’’s s 
inhabitants were living in poverty. inhabitants were living in poverty. 

Requests for federal financing to reinforce the levees were repeRequests for federal financing to reinforce the levees were repeatedly atedly 
denieddenied

Many of these people did not have transportation or any means ofMany of these people did not have transportation or any means of
leaving the city, even if they wished. leaving the city, even if they wished. 

The lack of public knowledge regarding the likely consequences oThe lack of public knowledge regarding the likely consequences of f 
severe hurricanes. severe hurricanes. 

The racial disparities revealed in the sobering impact of the flThe racial disparities revealed in the sobering impact of the flooding on ooding on 
the population of New Orleans belied the legal framework of socithe population of New Orleans belied the legal framework of social al 
justice (Young 2002).justice (Young 2002).

√√
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•• An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

Hurricane Katrina can legitimately be termed a natural disaster;Hurricane Katrina can legitimately be termed a natural disaster; that that 
is, an event outside of human control. But the second and more is, an event outside of human control. But the second and more 
serious disaster, the flooding of the city when the levees faileserious disaster, the flooding of the city when the levees failed, was d, was 
regrettably a product of unintended human design. regrettably a product of unintended human design. 

It is extremely rare to lose an entire city to disaster, as occuIt is extremely rare to lose an entire city to disaster, as occurred in rred in 
New Orleans on August 29, 2005.New Orleans on August 29, 2005. Even in the San Francisco Even in the San Francisco 
earthquake of April 18, 1906, sections of the city remained intaearthquake of April 18, 1906, sections of the city remained intact and ct and 
operational. In the Great Chicago Fire of October 9, 1871, wholeoperational. In the Great Chicago Fire of October 9, 1871, whole
neighbourhoods remained functional. neighbourhoods remained functional. 

In contrast, the destruction in New Orleans left the entire cityIn contrast, the destruction in New Orleans left the entire city
uninhabitable, with no functional services uninhabitable, with no functional services -- communications, water, communications, water, 
electrical power, sewerage, transportation, gas distribution electrical power, sewerage, transportation, gas distribution -- for for 
weeks.weeks.

More than 25,000 people crowded into the More than 25,000 people crowded into the SuperdomeSuperdome, without , without 
adequate water, food, or securityadequate water, food, or security

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

The The Resilience AllianceResilience Alliance defines the resilience of socialdefines the resilience of social--ecological ecological 
systems by considering three distinct dimensions (Carpenter et asystems by considering three distinct dimensions (Carpenter et al., l., 
2001):2001):

•• the amount of disturbance a system can absorb and still remain the amount of disturbance a system can absorb and still remain 
within the same state or domain of attraction,within the same state or domain of attraction,

•• the degree to which the system is capable of selfthe degree to which the system is capable of self--organisation,organisation,

•• the degree to which the system can build and increase the capacthe degree to which the system can build and increase the capacity ity 
for learning and adaptation.for learning and adaptation.

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

The first specific attribute refers to what The first specific attribute refers to what DoversDovers and and HandmerHandmer (1996) (1996) 
call call reactive resiliencereactive resilience, which enables what is known in the natural , which enables what is known in the natural 
hazards literature as coping (e.g., Corbett, 1988) and what the hazards literature as coping (e.g., Corbett, 1988) and what the 
climate change community labels autonomous adaptation (e.g., climate change community labels autonomous adaptation (e.g., 
Carter et al., 1994). Carter et al., 1994). 

Both these attributes are, to a greater or lesser degree, amenabBoth these attributes are, to a greater or lesser degree, amenable to le to 
measurement and monitoring, although questions about the measurement and monitoring, although questions about the 
relationship between natural system and social system resiliencerelationship between natural system and social system resilience
remain to be fully explored.remain to be fully explored.

√√
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An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

The second and the third specific attributes refer to The second and the third specific attributes refer to proactive proactive 
resilienceresilience, that is the adaptive capacity that includes the ability to , that is the adaptive capacity that includes the ability to 
plan, prepare for, facilitate, and implement adaptation options plan, prepare for, facilitate, and implement adaptation options against against 
hazards, as well as to implement technical measures before, durihazards, as well as to implement technical measures before, during, ng, 
and after a hazard event. and after a hazard event. 

Factors that determine a countryFactors that determine a country’’s or communitys or community’’s adaptive capacity s adaptive capacity 
to hazards include its economic wealth, its technology and to hazards include its economic wealth, its technology and 
infrastructure, the information, knowledge and skills that it poinfrastructure, the information, knowledge and skills that it possesses, ssesses, 
the nature of its institutions, its commitment to equity, and itthe nature of its institutions, its commitment to equity, and its social s social 
capital (capital (SmitSmit et al., 2001). It is therefore not surprising that most et al., 2001). It is therefore not surprising that most 
industrialised countries have higher adaptive capacities than industrialised countries have higher adaptive capacities than 
developing countries. developing countries. 

Proactive resilience links the analysis of present and future Proactive resilience links the analysis of present and future 
hazardous conditions with the evaluation of specific strategies hazardous conditions with the evaluation of specific strategies 
for enhancing the capacity for disaster prevention and for enhancing the capacity for disaster prevention and 
preparedness. preparedness. 

√√
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Towards a shareable definitionTowards a shareable definition
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?√√

The figure plots the quality or functionality and the performancThe figure plots the quality or functionality and the performance of an e of an 
infrastructure after a 50 percent loss. The infrastructure after a 50 percent loss. The ““resilience triangleresilience triangle”” in the in the 
figure represents the loss of functionality from damage and disrfigure represents the loss of functionality from damage and disruption, as uption, as 
well as the pattern of restoration and recovery over time.well as the pattern of restoration and recovery over time.

(from Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Resear(from Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER)ch (MCEER)

Reactive
Capacity to adsorb
(higher the capacity
lower the damage)

Proactive
Capacity to self-organize
Capacity to learn and adapt
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•• Final RemarksFinal Remarks
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Towards a shareable definitionTowards a shareable definition
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?

The ESPON Hazards project (2005) defines vulnerability as the degree 
of fragility of a person, a group, a community or an area towards 
defined hazards. Vulnerability is a set of conditions and processes 
resulting from physical, social, economic and environmental 
factors that increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of 
hazards. It also encompasses the idea of response and coping, since it 
is determined by the potential of a community to react and withstand a 
disaster.
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Towards a shareable definitionTowards a shareable definition
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?

The IPCC aimed to systematise the approach to vulnerability in tThe IPCC aimed to systematise the approach to vulnerability in the he 
Third & Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001, 2007).Third & Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001, 2007). According to According to 
the Definitions Section of the reports, the Definitions Section of the reports, ““vulnerability is a function of the vulnerability is a function of the 

•• character, character, 
•• magnitude, magnitude, 
•• and rate of climate variation and rate of climate variation 

And it depends on systemAnd it depends on system’’s s 

•• exposure, exposure, 
•• its sensitivity, its sensitivity, 
•• and its adaptive capacityand its adaptive capacity””

(Climate variation, climate change, extremes, etc. = hazards)(Climate variation, climate change, extremes, etc. = hazards)

““hazards and impactshazards and impacts””
depends on the likelihood that a system will depends on the likelihood that a system will 
encounter a particular hazardencounter a particular hazard

““system statesystem state”” or or 
““inherent vulnerabilityinherent vulnerability””
vulnerability purely depends on the internalvulnerability purely depends on the internal
characteristics of a systemcharacteristics of a system
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Towards a shareable definitionTowards a shareable definition
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?

…… and  and  …… ““vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible 
to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, ito, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including ncluding 
climate variability and extremes.climate variability and extremes.”” (IPCC, 2001, p. 995). (IPCC, 2001, p. 995). 

It depends not only on a systemIt depends not only on a system’’s sensitivity but also s sensitivity but also 
on its adaptive capacity.on its adaptive capacity.

ExposureExposure is defined as is defined as ““the nature and degree to which a system is the nature and degree to which a system is 
exposed to significant climatic variations.exposed to significant climatic variations.””

SensitivitySensitivity is is ““the degree to which a system would be affected, either the degree to which a system would be affected, either 
adversely or beneficially, by a particular change in climate or adversely or beneficially, by a particular change in climate or climateclimate--
related variablerelated variable””. . 

Different systems may differ in their sensitivity to Different systems may differ in their sensitivity to 
climate change, resulting in different levels of impact.climate change, resulting in different levels of impact.
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Towards a shareable definitionTowards a shareable definition
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?

Adaptive capacity is Adaptive capacity is ““the ability of a system to adjust to climate change the ability of a system to adjust to climate change 
(including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potenti(including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential al 
damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the 
consequences.consequences.””

Adaptive capacity can be an inherent property of the Adaptive capacity can be an inherent property of the 
system, i.e. it can be a spontaneous or autonomous system, i.e. it can be a spontaneous or autonomous 
response. Alternatively, adaptive capacity may depend response. Alternatively, adaptive capacity may depend 
upon policy, planning and design decisions carried out upon policy, planning and design decisions carried out 
in response to, or in anticipation of, changes in in response to, or in anticipation of, changes in 
climatic conditions.climatic conditions.
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Topics of discussionTopics of discussion
•• IntroductionIntroduction

-- why is it so important?why is it so important?
-- why is it so difficult to assess?why is it so difficult to assess?
-- who is interested in the assessment?who is interested in the assessment?

•• An overview on concepts and definitionsAn overview on concepts and definitions
-- there is a need for a clarification of the terminologythere is a need for a clarification of the terminology

•• Towards a shareable definition Towards a shareable definition 
-- is it possible to is it possible to ““sum upsum up”” all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?all the definitions into an exhaustive and comprehensive one?

•• Methods & Case studiesMethods & Case studies
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

•• Final RemarksFinal Remarks
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Identification and mapping of the Identification and mapping of the elements at riskelements at risk are essential tasks are essential tasks 
for vulnerability assessment studies, providing one of the main for vulnerability assessment studies, providing one of the main spatial spatial 
data layer required for a total risk calculation (van data layer required for a total risk calculation (van WestenWesten et al., et al., 
2008). 2008). 

In general terms, elements at risk comprise the population, In general terms, elements at risk comprise the population, 
properties, economic activities, private and public services properties, economic activities, private and public services 
(Alexander, 2005) potentially threatened by a harmful event in a(Alexander, 2005) potentially threatened by a harmful event in a
territory. territory. 

Elements at risk are defined as objects which possess the potentElements at risk are defined as objects which possess the potential to ial to 
be adversely affected (be adversely affected (HufschmidtHufschmidt et al., 2005). et al., 2005). 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

van van WestenWesten et al. (2009) defines the elements at risk as the objects, et al. (2009) defines the elements at risk as the objects, 
populations, activities and processes that may be differently afpopulations, activities and processes that may be differently affected fected 
by hazardous phenomena, in a particular area, either directly orby hazardous phenomena, in a particular area, either directly or
indirectly. indirectly. 

An exhaustive list of elements at risk and related spatial and nAn exhaustive list of elements at risk and related spatial and non on 
spatial characteristics is presented hereafter  spatial characteristics is presented hereafter  ……
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

1. Essential Facilities1. Essential Facilities

•• recreational/tourist facilities (hotels, resorts, parks, public recreational/tourist facilities (hotels, resorts, parks, public gardens, camping gardens, camping 
grounds, sporting areas, etc.)grounds, sporting areas, etc.)

•• parking areasparking areas
•• place of worships (churches, cathedral, etc.)place of worships (churches, cathedral, etc.)
•• educational facilities (schools, universities, etc.)educational facilities (schools, universities, etc.)
•• medical and healthcare facilities (hospital, ambulatory, etc.)medical and healthcare facilities (hospital, ambulatory, etc.)
•• emergency response facilities (fire station, police station, sheemergency response facilities (fire station, police station, shelters, etc.)lters, etc.)
•• governmental officesgovernmental offices
•• post offices post offices 
•• town halls town halls 
•• law courts law courts 
•• banks and financial centresbanks and financial centres
•• markets and shopping centresmarkets and shopping centres
•• cemeteriescemeteries
•• prisonsprisons
•• military areasmilitary areas
•• waste management siteswaste management sites
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

2. Industrial and High Potential Loss Facilities2. Industrial and High Potential Loss Facilities
•• dams and pondsdams and ponds
•• nuclear power plantsnuclear power plants
•• military installationsmilitary installations
•• fuel reservoirs, pipelines and pumps,fuel reservoirs, pipelines and pumps,
•• gas power plant, storage and pipelines, gas power plant, storage and pipelines, 
•• power (electric) generating plants and lines, power (electric) generating plants and lines, 
•• water power plants, tanks and lines, water power plants, tanks and lines, 
•• hydroelectric power plants and lineshydroelectric power plants and lines
•• food processing facilitiesfood processing facilities
•• timber processing facilitiestimber processing facilities

3. Transportation Lifelines 3. Transportation Lifelines 
•• highway segments, bridges and tunnels highway segments, bridges and tunnels 
•• railway track segments, bridges, tunnels and facilities railway track segments, bridges, tunnels and facilities 
•• light rail track segments, bridges, tunnels and facilities light rail track segments, bridges, tunnels and facilities 
•• bus facilities bus facilities 
•• ports and harbours facilities ports and harbours facilities 
•• ferry facilities ferry facilities 
•• airports facilities and runwaysairports facilities and runways
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

4. Utility Lifelines 4. Utility Lifelines 
•• potable water facilities, pipeline segments and distribution linpotable water facilities, pipeline segments and distribution lines es 
•• waste water facilities, pipeline segments and distribution lineswaste water facilities, pipeline segments and distribution lines
•• oil systems facilities and pipeline segments oil systems facilities and pipeline segments 
•• natural gas facilities, pipeline segments and distribution linesnatural gas facilities, pipeline segments and distribution lines
•• electric power facilities and distribution lines electric power facilities and distribution lines 
•• communication facilities (communication facilities (stations)stations) and distribution lines (cables, networks)and distribution lines (cables, networks)

5. Facilities Containing Hazardous Materials (5. Facilities Containing Hazardous Materials (already considered in 2. already considered in 2. 
High Potential Loss FacilitiesHigh Potential Loss Facilities))

•• nuclear power plantsnuclear power plants
•• military installationsmilitary installations
•• fuel reservoirs, pipelines and pumpsfuel reservoirs, pipelines and pumps
•• gas power plants, storage and pipelinesgas power plants, storage and pipelines
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

All buildings and structures belonging to each of the categoriesAll buildings and structures belonging to each of the categories listed listed 
above has to be characterized by collecting the following data, above has to be characterized by collecting the following data, related related 
to their general state (including their damage history):to their general state (including their damage history):

1. geo1. geo--coding coding 
•• street, street number, zip code, city, etc.street, street number, zip code, city, etc.

2. type of use2. type of use
•• residentialresidential
•• industrialindustrial
•• commercialcommercial
•• touristtourist
•• educationaleducational
•• otherother

3. general information3. general information
•• number of peoplenumber of people
•• rate of occupancy or number of residentsrate of occupancy or number of residents
•• evacuation plans availableevacuation plans available
•• past disasters experiencepast disasters experience
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

4. geometrical configuration4. geometrical configuration
•• height height 
•• areasareas
•• volumesvolumes

5. structural features (blue prints, building design plans)5. structural features (blue prints, building design plans)
•• building techniquebuilding technique
•• national/local building codesnational/local building codes
•• construction material (concrete, preconstruction material (concrete, pre--stressed concrete, masonry, metal (aluminum, stressed concrete, masonry, metal (aluminum, 

wrought iron or cast iron), steel, timber, otherwrought iron or cast iron), steel, timber, other
•• structural components (beams, columns, walls (thickness), foundastructural components (beams, columns, walls (thickness), foundations, roof frame, tions, roof frame, 

anchoring structures, straps, rafters, door type (wood, manchoring structures, straps, rafters, door type (wood, metal), window type, roof etal), window type, roof 
system)system)

•• retrofitting worksretrofitting works
•• number of floorsnumber of floors
•• maintenance works (methods of repair and reconstruction)maintenance works (methods of repair and reconstruction)
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

13. Demographic Data13. Demographic Data
•• population distribution (high density areas)population distribution (high density areas)
•• gender, age, people with disabilities, ethnic, and income distrigender, age, people with disabilities, ethnic, and income distribution (data from bution (data from 

Local Registry Offices)Local Registry Offices)
•• buildings geobuildings geo--coding (address, street number, etc.)coding (address, street number, etc.)

13.a List of potential 13.a List of potential ““vulnerable populationsvulnerable populations””
•• aboriginal or indigenous peopleaboriginal or indigenous people
•• alcohol/drug dependent individualsalcohol/drug dependent individuals
•• children (especially those of prechildren (especially those of pre--school age)school age)

-- when isolated from parents during impactwhen isolated from parents during impact
-- when gathered in large groups (i.e., schools)when gathered in large groups (i.e., schools)
-- when the ratio of children to adults is significantly high (e.gwhen the ratio of children to adults is significantly high (e.g., daycares, day., daycares, day
homes)homes)

•• ethnic minoritiesethnic minorities
•• families of emergency service personnelfamilies of emergency service personnel
•• homeless or homeless or ““street peoplestreet people””
•• immigrants (especially those from immigrants (especially those from ““visiblevisible”” cultures, or cultures that are diverse from cultures, or cultures that are diverse from 

the local the local ““mainstreammainstream””))

•• …….. continue .. continue …………
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

•• incarcerated individualsincarcerated individuals
•• languagelanguage--limited (i.e., those who do not speak the mainstay language)limited (i.e., those who do not speak the mainstay language)
•• large and highlarge and high--density householdsdensity households
•• livestock ownerslivestock owners
•• marginalized groups (i.e., by society or the community)marginalized groups (i.e., by society or the community)
•• medication dependent individuals (e.g., diabetics, schizophrenicmedication dependent individuals (e.g., diabetics, schizophrenics)s)
•• migrant workersmigrant workers
•• people depending on public transport (versus car owners)people depending on public transport (versus car owners)
•• people living below the poverty linepeople living below the poverty line
•• people on social assistancepeople on social assistance
•• people with disabilitiespeople with disabilities

-- mobilitymobility--specificspecific
-- hearinghearing--relatedrelated
-- visualvisual
-- communicationcommunication
-- physicalphysical
-- mental or cognitivemental or cognitive
-- multiple chemical sensitivitiesmultiple chemical sensitivities
-- dependency on electricity for lifedependency on electricity for life--support systemssupport systems

•• …….. continue .. continue …………
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-- the targets of the analysis: the elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: the elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

•• pet ownerspet owners
•• renters (especially in lowrenters (especially in low--rental areas)rental areas)
•• seniorsseniors

-- limited mobilitylimited mobility
-- isolated or confinedisolated or confined
-- medically fragilemedically fragile
-- heavily dependent on medicationheavily dependent on medication
-- heavily dependent on lifeheavily dependent on life--support support system(ssystem(s))

•• singlesingle--parent families, especially those who are:parent families, especially those who are:
-- on public on public ““assistanceassistance””
-- unable to take time off (e.g., during the response or recovery unable to take time off (e.g., during the response or recovery period)period)

•• socially isolated peoplesocially isolated people
•• touriststourists
•• transientstransients
•• unemployedunemployed
•• women, especially those who are:women, especially those who are:

-- singlesingle
-- single parentssingle parents
-- unemployedunemployed

•• …….. It.. It’’s more than enough s more than enough …………
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at riskthe targets of the analysis: elements at risk
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Damage can be broadly classified into two groups: Damage can be broadly classified into two groups: 

•• tangible tangible 

•• and intangible losses. and intangible losses. 

Tangible loss relates to the physical/functional and economic Tangible loss relates to the physical/functional and economic 
dimensions of vulnerability.dimensions of vulnerability.

Intangible loss refers to the other dimensions as previously Intangible loss refers to the other dimensions as previously 
discussed.discussed.

In general, vulnerability can be measured either on a metric scaIn general, vulnerability can be measured either on a metric scale, in le, in 
terms of a given currency, or on a nonterms of a given currency, or on a non--numerical scale, based on numerical scale, based on 
social values or perceptions and evaluations (Glade, 2003). social values or perceptions and evaluations (Glade, 2003). 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

In vulnerability assessment, In vulnerability assessment, tangible lossestangible losses can be can be 
described/measured/quantified using different described/measured/quantified using different methodological methodological 
approaches:approaches:

-- heuristic heuristic 
-- economiceconomic
-- empiricalempirical
-- probabilisticprobabilistic
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Heuristic approachHeuristic approach

The The heuristic approachheuristic approach expresses vulnerability of structures and expresses vulnerability of structures and 
infrastructure in qualitative (descriptive) terms and the level infrastructure in qualitative (descriptive) terms and the level of of 
damage can be described as:damage can be described as:

aesthetic, aesthetic, 

functional, functional, 

and structural.and structural.
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-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

For For aesthetic aesthetic (minor) damage, it is assumed that the functionality of (minor) damage, it is assumed that the functionality of 
the elements at risk is not compromised at all and the damage cathe elements at risk is not compromised at all and the damage can be n be 
repaired rapidly and at low cost. repaired rapidly and at low cost. 

For For functional functional (medium) damage, the functionality of the affected (medium) damage, the functionality of the affected 
elements is compromised, and the damage takes time and large elements is compromised, and the damage takes time and large 
resources to be fixed. resources to be fixed. 

Finally, for Finally, for structuralstructural (total) damage, the elements at risk are (total) damage, the elements at risk are 
severely or completely damaged and extensive works, long time anseverely or completely damaged and extensive works, long time and d 
large resources are required to fix the damage; demolition and large resources are required to fix the damage; demolition and 
reconstruction may be required (reconstruction may be required (CardinaliCardinali et al., 2002; Reichenbach et al., 2002; Reichenbach 
et al., 2005). et al., 2005). 

In the framework of a heuristic approach, peopleIn the framework of a heuristic approach, people’’s vulnerability can s vulnerability can 
be described by a qualitative description of expected casualtiesbe described by a qualitative description of expected casualties (e.g., (e.g., 
none, few, numerous, very numerous).none, few, numerous, very numerous).
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-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Economic approachEconomic approach

However, disaster consequences can be expressed through other However, disaster consequences can be expressed through other 
parameters, being parameters, being economiceconomic cost one widely accepted. It is a cost one widely accepted. It is a 
currency for considering a wide range of effects. currency for considering a wide range of effects. 

According to Alexander (2000, 2005), when expressed economicallyAccording to Alexander (2000, 2005), when expressed economically, , 
the degree of loss of the elements at risk can be defined in terthe degree of loss of the elements at risk can be defined in terms of: ms of: 

monetary value, i.e., the price or current value of the asset, monetary value, i.e., the price or current value of the asset, or the or the 
cost to reconstruct or replace it with a similar or identical ascost to reconstruct or replace it with a similar or identical asset if set if 
totally destroyed or written off; totally destroyed or written off; 

intrinsic value, i.e., the extent to which an asset is considerintrinsic value, i.e., the extent to which an asset is considered ed 
important and irreplaceable; andimportant and irreplaceable; and

utilitarian value, i.e., the usefulness of a given asset, or thutilitarian value, i.e., the usefulness of a given asset, or the e 
monetary value of its usage averaged over a specified time span.monetary value of its usage averaged over a specified time span.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Tangible lossesTangible losses expressed in terms of expressed in terms of economiceconomic cost can be cost can be 
classified into direct and indirect. classified into direct and indirect. 

The former can be considered as the The former can be considered as the ““most visiblemost visible”” economic economic 
consequence; they may be quantified in terms of cost of recovericonsequence; they may be quantified in terms of cost of recovering ng 
and/or restoring the original conditions (for aesthetic and/or fand/or restoring the original conditions (for aesthetic and/or functional unctional 
damage) or in terms of cost of partial or complete reconstructiodamage) or in terms of cost of partial or complete reconstruction (for n (for 
structural damage). structural damage). 

The latter, instead, are generally related to the loss of revenuThe latter, instead, are generally related to the loss of revenue and e and 
income, increase in unemployment, and other economic aspects income, increase in unemployment, and other economic aspects 
related to the interruption or the reduction of production, distrelated to the interruption or the reduction of production, distribution ribution 
and consumption of goods (economic activity). and consumption of goods (economic activity). 
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CorvaraCorvara in in BadiaBadia (central Dolomites, Italian Alps): the total amount of (central Dolomites, Italian Alps): the total amount of 
direct damage was estimated in 8.913.000 euro; on the contrary, direct damage was estimated in 8.913.000 euro; on the contrary, 
indirect damage ranged considerably from 2.840.000 to 9.350.000 indirect damage ranged considerably from 2.840.000 to 9.350.000 
euro, depending on the selected temporal scenario and the expecteuro, depending on the selected temporal scenario and the expected ed 
closing time of the potentially affected structures.closing time of the potentially affected structures.

√√

(Sterlacchini et al., 2007)(Sterlacchini et al., 2007)
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Empirical approach Empirical approach 

The The interaction interaction between the hazard between the hazard event(sevent(s) and the exposed ) and the exposed 
elementselements can be analyzed using empirical damage or fragility curves can be analyzed using empirical damage or fragility curves 
for several types of hazards.for several types of hazards.

This approach is mainly based on data derived from wellThis approach is mainly based on data derived from well--documented documented 
case studies.case studies.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Fuchs et al. (2007) derived an empirical vulnerability function Fuchs et al. (2007) derived an empirical vulnerability function 
analyzing data from a wellanalyzing data from a well--documented debris flow event (occurred in documented debris flow event (occurred in 
1997 in the Austrian Alps) linking process intensities to object1997 in the Austrian Alps) linking process intensities to object
vulnerability values.vulnerability values.

Elements at risk: brick masonry and concrete buildings located oElements at risk: brick masonry and concrete buildings located on the n the 
fan of the torrent.fan of the torrent.

Vulnerability is calculated in terms of damage ratio (that descrVulnerability is calculated in terms of damage ratio (that described the ibed the 
amount of loss related to the overall potential damage of the amount of loss related to the overall potential damage of the 
structure) and the debris flow intensity. structure) and the debris flow intensity. 
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Consequently, this vulnerability function was used as a proxy foConsequently, this vulnerability function was used as a proxy for r 
structural resistance of buildings with respect to dynamic debristructural resistance of buildings with respect to dynamic debris flow s flow 
impacts, and thus was used for a spatially explicit assessment oimpacts, and thus was used for a spatially explicit assessment of f 
debris flow susceptibly.debris flow susceptibly.

√√

Results from the study site are Results from the study site are 
indicated by black dots, the indicated by black dots, the 
corresponding mean vulnerability is corresponding mean vulnerability is 
indicated by red dots. In addition, indicated by red dots. In addition, 
mean vulnerability values published mean vulnerability values published 
by by BorterBorter (1999) are shown by (1999) are shown by 
green lines; values not explicitly green lines; values not explicitly 
specified are dashed. Mean specified are dashed. Mean 
vulnerability values by Fell and vulnerability values by Fell and 
Hartford (1997) are represented by Hartford (1997) are represented by 
blue dots assuming low intensity to blue dots assuming low intensity to 
be 0.25 m, medium intensity to be be 0.25 m, medium intensity to be 
1.0 m, high intensity to be 1.5 m.1.0 m, high intensity to be 1.5 m.

RelationshipRelationship betweenbetween debris flow debris flow 
intensityintensity and and vulnerabilityvulnerability expressedexpressed byby
a a secondsecond orderorder polynomialpolynomial functionfunction forfor
x<2.5 m.x<2.5 m.
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Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Blahut et al. (2009) developed an empirical vulnerability functiBlahut et al. (2009) developed an empirical vulnerability function based on based 
on the data from the 13 July 2008 debris flow event in the villaon the data from the 13 July 2008 debris flow event in the village of ge of 
Selvetta located in Italian Alps. Selvetta located in Italian Alps. 
DamageDamage--related data were obtained from the official documents called related data were obtained from the official documents called 
RASDA (RASDA (RaccoltaRaccolta SchedaScheda Danni Danni –– Damage Assessment Forms), Damage Assessment Forms), 
which are mandatory to be drafted within 48 hours after a disastwhich are mandatory to be drafted within 48 hours after a disaster for er for 
insurance claim purposes.insurance claim purposes.

√√
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

In this study, vulnerability is calculated using an economic appIn this study, vulnerability is calculated using an economic approach, roach, 
and is defined as the ratio between the loss and the individual and is defined as the ratio between the loss and the individual 
reconstruction value. This ratio was calculated for each of the reconstruction value. This ratio was calculated for each of the thirteenthirteen
building structures that were affected by the debris flow event.building structures that were affected by the debris flow event. The The 
obtained ratios were coupled with the corresponding deposition obtained ratios were coupled with the corresponding deposition 
heights, to compare the results and perform a critical assessmenheights, to compare the results and perform a critical assessment oft of
the previouslythe previously--mentioned vulnerability functions developed for debris mentioned vulnerability functions developed for debris 
flows.flows.

For each building the approximate reconstruction value was For each building the approximate reconstruction value was 
calculated according to building type and size, using the data gcalculated according to building type and size, using the data given in iven in 
the Housing Price Book prepared by the Engineers and Architects the Housing Price Book prepared by the Engineers and Architects of of 
Lombardy Region.Lombardy Region.
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-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Costs for each building type expressed Euros per mCosts for each building type expressed Euros per m2 2 oror mm33
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

MMarket values according to the Agenzia del Territorioarket values according to the Agenzia del Territorio (Euro/m(Euro/m22))
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approachEmpirical approach

V = 0.17hV = 0.17h22 –– 0.03h0.03h

in whichin which

h = deposition heighth = deposition height

√√

The obtained function is The obtained function is 
compared to those reported compared to those reported 
in the literature. Differences in the literature. Differences 
in the estimated in the estimated vulneravulnera--
bilitiesbilities resulting from the use resulting from the use 
of different methods suggest of different methods suggest 
that there is a need for further that there is a need for further 
studies with additional data, studies with additional data, 
to construct empirical to construct empirical vulnevulne--
rabilityrability functions that can be functions that can be 
used with a higher confidence used with a higher confidence 
level.level.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Quan Luna et al. (2010, 2011) derived synthetic physical vulneraQuan Luna et al. (2010, 2011) derived synthetic physical vulnerability bility 
curves that related the outputs of the numerical dynamic runcurves that related the outputs of the numerical dynamic run--out out 
models (flow depth and impact pressures) with the economic valuemodels (flow depth and impact pressures) with the economic values s 
of physical damage to the elements at risk (buildings).of physical damage to the elements at risk (buildings).

Case study: July 2008 Selvetta debris flow (Valtellina Valley, SCase study: July 2008 Selvetta debris flow (Valtellina Valley, Sondrio ondrio 
Province, Northern Italy) that caused damage to thirteen buildinProvince, Northern Italy) that caused damage to thirteen buildings. gs. 

Elements at risk: single to threeElements at risk: single to three--storey brick masonry and concrete storey brick masonry and concrete 
buildings (Quan Luna et al., 2011).buildings (Quan Luna et al., 2011).

Vulnerability was defined as the ratio between the loss and the Vulnerability was defined as the ratio between the loss and the 
restoration/reconstruction value of the thirteen buildings affecrestoration/reconstruction value of the thirteen buildings affected by ted by 
the debris flow event. the debris flow event. 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Vulnerability curve using flow depthVulnerability curve using flow depth

An average height of accumulation values near building walls An average height of accumulation values near building walls 
oriented towards the flow direction was considered. oriented towards the flow direction was considered. 

The Authors proposed a logistic function with a coefficient of The Authors proposed a logistic function with a coefficient of 
determination (rdetermination (r22) equal to 0.99, for intensities between 0 and 3.63 m:) equal to 0.99, for intensities between 0 and 3.63 m:

for h for h ≤≤ 3.63 m3.63 m

for h > 3.63 m  for h > 3.63 m  
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V is vulnerability and V is vulnerability and 

h is the modelled height of accumulationh is the modelled height of accumulation
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-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
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Empirical approach Empirical approach 
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From its definition, vulnerability cannot exceed 1; thus for intFrom its definition, vulnerability cannot exceed 1; thus for intensities higher than 3.63 m, vulnerability is ensities higher than 3.63 m, vulnerability is 
equal to 1.equal to 1.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

Vulnerability curve using impact pressuresVulnerability curve using impact pressures

The maximum modelled value of impact pressures were extracted The maximum modelled value of impact pressures were extracted 
near building walls oriented towards the flow direction and usednear building walls oriented towards the flow direction and used to to 
calculate the vulnerability function.calculate the vulnerability function.
A logistic function which fits the results has a coefficient of A logistic function which fits the results has a coefficient of 
determination (rdetermination (r22) of 0.98 for impact pressures up to 37.49 ) of 0.98 for impact pressures up to 37.49 kPakPa::

for P for P ≤≤ 37.49 37.49 kPakPa

for P > 37.49 for P > 37.49 kPakPa
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V is vulnerability and V is vulnerability and 

P is the modelled impact pressure.P is the modelled impact pressure.
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Empirical approach Empirical approach 
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From its definition, vulnerability cannot exceed 1; thus for intFrom its definition, vulnerability cannot exceed 1; thus for intensities higher than 37.49 ensities higher than 37.49 kPakPa, , 
vulnerability is equal to 1.vulnerability is equal to 1.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Empirical approach Empirical approach 

BarboliniBarbolini et al. (2004) derived vulnerability curves relating damage et al. (2004) derived vulnerability curves relating damage 
state (the ratio between the cost of repair and the building valstate (the ratio between the cost of repair and the building value) with ue) with 
the avalanche dynamic parameters, such as velocity and flow deptthe avalanche dynamic parameters, such as velocity and flow depth. h. 

Elements at risk: some alpine buildings, as well as people insidElements at risk: some alpine buildings, as well as people inside e 
them and people directly exposed to avalanches. them and people directly exposed to avalanches. 

Case study: data derived from the Austrian Institute for AvalancCase study: data derived from the Austrian Institute for Avalanche he 
and Torrent Research and referred to several alpine areas.and Torrent Research and referred to several alpine areas.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

The The vulnerability of buildingsvulnerability of buildings is defined as the ratio between the cost is defined as the ratio between the cost 
of repair and the building value (referred as specific loss, SL)of repair and the building value (referred as specific loss, SL). The . The 
buildings have been divided in five classes according to five prbuildings have been divided in five classes according to five pressure essure 
ranges:ranges:

00--5 5 kPakPa, , 

55--10 10 kPakPa, , 

1010--15 15 kPakPa, , 

1515--20 20 kPakPa, , 

>20 >20 kPakPa) ) 

and an average value of SL has been estimated for each class.and an average value of SL has been estimated for each class.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

The vulnerability for The vulnerability for people inside buildingspeople inside buildings (D(Dinin), is defined as the ), is defined as the 
probability of being killed by an avalanche if one stays inside probability of being killed by an avalanche if one stays inside a a 
building when the accidents occurs. building when the accidents occurs. 

DDinin has been calculated for each building dividing the number of has been calculated for each building dividing the number of 
victims by the number of people inside it. The data have been divictims by the number of people inside it. The data have been divided vided 
in five classes according to the pressure ranges, and an averagein five classes according to the pressure ranges, and an average
value of vulnerability has been calculated for each class. value of vulnerability has been calculated for each class. 

The average impact pressure and the average DThe average impact pressure and the average Dinin for each class  for each class  
have been plotted, and the points obtained have been fitted by ahave been plotted, and the points obtained have been fitted by a
linear last square regression, obtaining the following relation:linear last square regression, obtaining the following relation:
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

To obtain a vulnerability relation for To obtain a vulnerability relation for people outside buildingspeople outside buildings the idea the idea 
was of relating the probability of being killed by an avalanche was of relating the probability of being killed by an avalanche to the to the 
degree of burial. The degree of burial is then tentatively relatdegree of burial. The degree of burial is then tentatively related to ed to 
flow depth of the avalanche (h).flow depth of the avalanche (h).

Using available data, the death probability outside buildings (Using available data, the death probability outside buildings (DDoutout) is ) is 
calculated for each degree of burial class as the ratio between calculated for each degree of burial class as the ratio between the the 
number of death and the number of people involved in the accidennumber of death and the number of people involved in the accidents. ts. 

In particular: In particular: 
-- a flow depth equal to 2 m in the case of complete burial of  pea flow depth equal to 2 m in the case of complete burial of  people; ople; 
-- a flow depth equal to 1 m for people partially buried;a flow depth equal to 1 m for people partially buried;
-- a flow depth of 30 cm for people not buried.a flow depth of 30 cm for people not buried.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approachProbabilistic approach

The The interaction interaction between the hazard between the hazard event(sevent(s) and the exposed ) and the exposed 
elementselements can be also analyzed using damage or fragility curves and can be also analyzed using damage or fragility curves and 
functions for several types of hazards into a probabilistic framfunctions for several types of hazards into a probabilistic framework. ework. 

Extensive work has been carried out in USA by FEMA (Federal Extensive work has been carried out in USA by FEMA (Federal 
Emergency Management Agency) on vulnerability functions for Emergency Management Agency) on vulnerability functions for 
earthquakes, floods and hurricanes. earthquakes, floods and hurricanes. 

These functions are used to quantitatively estimate the losses iThese functions are used to quantitatively estimate the losses in n 
terms of direct costs, regional economic impacts and casualties terms of direct costs, regional economic impacts and casualties 
(Hazus, 2006). (Hazus, 2006). 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach –– EarthquakeEarthquake

Fragility curves describe the probability of reaching or Fragility curves describe the probability of reaching or 
exceeding different exceeding different earthquakeearthquake damagedamage states for different states for different 
model building/structure types due to the building/structure model building/structure types due to the building/structure 
response response to the level of ground shaking (or degree of ground failure): to the level of ground shaking (or degree of ground failure): 

PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration),PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration),
PGD (Permanent Ground Acceleration), PGD (Permanent Ground Acceleration), 
etc.etc.

The extent and severity of damage to structural and nonThe extent and severity of damage to structural and non--structural structural 
components of a given building type is described by one of five components of a given building type is described by one of five 
damage states: None, Slight, Moderate, Extensive, and Complete. damage states: None, Slight, Moderate, Extensive, and Complete. 
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Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach -- EarthquakeEarthquake
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Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach –– HurricaneHurricane
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach -- landslidelandslide

KayniaKaynia et al. (2008) applied to a real event a probabilistic et al. (2008) applied to a real event a probabilistic 
methodology to estimate the physical vulnerability of building methodology to estimate the physical vulnerability of building 
structures and the population to landslides. They define quantitstructures and the population to landslides. They define quantitatively atively 
the vulnerability as the product of landslide intensity and the the vulnerability as the product of landslide intensity and the 
susceptibility to damage of elements at risk. susceptibility to damage of elements at risk. 

Haugen and Haugen and KayniaKaynia (2008) assessed the physical (structural) (2008) assessed the physical (structural) 
vulnerability to a debris flow by damage state probability functvulnerability to a debris flow by damage state probability functions. ions. 
This was done by using the principles of dynamic response of simThis was done by using the principles of dynamic response of simple ple 
structures to earthquake excitation and fragility curves proposestructures to earthquake excitation and fragility curves proposed in d in 
Hazus (FEMA). Hazus (FEMA). 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach 

Li et al. (2010) proposed new functions for the vulnerability ofLi et al. (2010) proposed new functions for the vulnerability of
structures and people based on the landslide intensity and the structures and people based on the landslide intensity and the 
resistance of the exposed elements.resistance of the exposed elements.

AkbasAkbas et al. (2010, 2011) developed a et al. (2010, 2011) developed a theorytheory--based generalized based generalized 
methodology for estimating the damage on buildings due to debrismethodology for estimating the damage on buildings due to debris
flow impact along with the associated uncertainties. flow impact along with the associated uncertainties. 

This methodology is based on the construction of fragility curveThis methodology is based on the construction of fragility curves s 
which express the which express the ““probable damageprobable damage”” to an element at risk for a to an element at risk for a 
““given level of hazardgiven level of hazard”” that is specified as a result of hazard that is specified as a result of hazard 
assessment. For a given hazard scenario, damage to different typassessment. For a given hazard scenario, damage to different types es 
of elements at risk are of elements at risk are probabilistically estimatedprobabilistically estimated using corresponding using corresponding 
fragility curves. fragility curves. 
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approachProbabilistic approach

This approach has strong similarities with that employed in eartThis approach has strong similarities with that employed in earthquake: hquake: 
the debris flow impact will lead to structural vibrations and withe debris flow impact will lead to structural vibrations and will damage ll damage 
the structure approximately in the same way as an earthquake.the structure approximately in the same way as an earthquake.

Intensity parameter: the energy level is denoted as velocityIntensity parameter: the energy level is denoted as velocity22*depth.*depth.

Building damage is Building damage is modelledmodelled as a function of lateral building as a function of lateral building 
displacement (different for each of the three proposed building displacement (different for each of the three proposed building classes classes 
used in the study sites). used in the study sites). 

This approach estimates the probability of reaching or exceedingThis approach estimates the probability of reaching or exceeding of the of the 
engineering demand parameter (building displacement) at a specifengineering demand parameter (building displacement) at a specific ic 
debris flow intensity (Pf) for a specific building type.debris flow intensity (Pf) for a specific building type.

This procedure is repeated for different damage states to obtainThis procedure is repeated for different damage states to obtain the the 
complete set of fragility curves.complete set of fragility curves.
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MethodsMethods
-- the targets of the analysis: elements at risk the targets of the analysis: elements at risk 
-- explore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recogexplore the different approaches to vulnerability and risk recognised in literaturenised in literature

Probabilistic approach Probabilistic approach 

A sample (preliminary) output, i.e., vulnerability curves for 1 A sample (preliminary) output, i.e., vulnerability curves for 1 to 2 to 2 
storey reinforced concrete structures is given below (damage stastorey reinforced concrete structures is given below (damage state: te: 
slight, moderate, extensive, completeslight, moderate, extensive, complete ).).
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Final RemarksFinal Remarks

Vulnerability assessment is a crucial step in risk assessment, Vulnerability assessment is a crucial step in risk assessment, 
translating Hazard levels into Risk levels.translating Hazard levels into Risk levels.

It requires the analysis of hazard consequences on the differentIt requires the analysis of hazard consequences on the different
components or dimensions of a system, community, etc.components or dimensions of a system, community, etc.

It is a function of the type, magnitude and frequency of hazard It is a function of the type, magnitude and frequency of hazard and it and it 
depends on systemdepends on system’’s exposure, sensitivity and its adaptive capacity.s exposure, sensitivity and its adaptive capacity.

In short term, when a disaster strikes, the primary concern are In short term, when a disaster strikes, the primary concern are the the 
potential losses due to casualties (deaths, missing persons and potential losses due to casualties (deaths, missing persons and 
injured people) injured people) physical consequencesphysical consequences on services, buildings and on services, buildings and 
infrastructure and infrastructure and direct economic lossesdirect economic losses. . 

In the long term, indirect economic losses, social disruption anIn the long term, indirect economic losses, social disruption and d 
environmental degradation may become of greater importance.environmental degradation may become of greater importance.
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Final RemarksFinal Remarks

Many consequences cannot be measured/quantified easily. These Many consequences cannot be measured/quantified easily. These 
are referred to as are referred to as intangible lossesintangible losses: : 

environmental degradation, environmental degradation, 

social and cultural disruption, social and cultural disruption, 

political/institutional disruption,political/institutional disruption,

and psychological consequences resulting from disasters. and psychological consequences resulting from disasters. 

The same system may be accounted for tangible and intangible The same system may be accounted for tangible and intangible 
losses. A building collapse (tangible) can cause deaths and injulosses. A building collapse (tangible) can cause deaths and injuries; ries; 
this may produce the interruption or the reduction to a lower lethis may produce the interruption or the reduction to a lower level of vel of 
the economic activities (tangible) but also social and psychologthe economic activities (tangible) but also social and psychological ical 
effects on remaining community (intangible) affected by a threateffects on remaining community (intangible) affected by a threat..

The differences between tangible and intangible losses make theiThe differences between tangible and intangible losses make their r 
aggregation into a single indicator of disaster impact practicalaggregation into a single indicator of disaster impact practically ly 
impossible. impossible. 


